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SOME SPECTRAL SEQUENCES

ASSOCIATED WITH FIBRATIONS

BY

ELDON DYER AND DANIEL S. KAHN

The object of this paper is to establish certain spectral sequences, analogous to

some discovered by Eilenberg and Moore, for the class of Dold fibrations and for

a wide class of homology theories.

In writing this paper we have adopted the language and techniques of spectra.

This is perhaps an interim measure as recent work of Boardman, Heller, Puppe,

and others indicates the correct setting for these considerations may be some stable

category. However, that is work in progress and whatever its resolution, it appears

likely the arguments employed here will hold without substantial modification in

that category.

A description is given (details to appear in [7]) of a process by which each Dold

fibration can be shown to be fiber homotopy equivalent to an associated bundle

to a principal bundle. This is done with sufficient flexibility to incorporate the

classical principal bundle theory and results obtained apply thereto.

The homology theories included are those arising from multiplicative spectra for

which it is possible to obtain resolutions by spectra yielding projective resolutions

of «*(A) over «*(C7) where A is a right G-space, G being a topological monoid.

In this paper these resolutions are obtained geometrically either through the use of

strictly associative ring spectra or by a device discovered by Atiyah [1]. Thus, the

spectral sequences obtained are valid for homology theories including ordinary

homology with coefficients in a ring, stable homotopy, various bordism theories,

and A-theory.

The first mentioned device for obtaining these resolutions relies heavily on the

notion of strict associativity (see Definition 2.7). This is required in our construc-

tions by the fact that while one has arbitrary pushouts in the topological category,

in the associated homotopy category one has only weak pushouts. These do not

suffice for the constructions used here.

The paper is organized into five sections :

§1. Point set topological background.

§11. Spectra.

§111. Resolutions of spectra.

§IV. The spectral sequence.

§V. Application to fibrations.
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Within each section, all theorems, definitions, etc. are numbered sequentially. Thus

Definition (2.33) is the thirty-third numbered item of §11.

I. Point set topological background. For ease of exposition we have elected to

work in the category of quasi-topological spaces and mappings. For basic definitions

and properties of this category the reader is referred to Spanier [11]. For a more

complete development and certain results used specifically herein the reader is

referred to the forthcoming book by Dyer and Eilenberg [7].

From the topological viewpoint there is no loss in working in this category as

there is a functor from the category of topological spaces to it under which the

notion of continuous map with domain a compact Hausdorff space is unchanged.

Thus homotopy groups and the other singular algebraic functors are unchanged.

Also, this functor imbeds the category of Hausdorff íc-spaces [13] as a full sub-

category of the quasi-topological category. Thus if one checks that decomposition

spaces obtained by constructions of this paper, when obtained from Hausdorff

rc-spaces, yield again such spaces, the theorems and proofs herein restrict, unaltered,

to that smaller category.

In this section we give a brief resume of definitions and results in the category

Q of quasi-topological spaces and mappings used later. Few proofs are included

as they can be found elsewhere [7]. We drop the prefix quasi with the understanding

that we consider only the category Q and categories derived from it.

Definition (1.1). A topological monoid is a space 77 together with a continuous

product

p:HxH^H,

hereafter written p(g, h) = gh, and a unit ee H, such that

(gh)i = g(hi),   for (g, h,i)eHxHxH,

and

eg = g = ge,   for ge H.

For a topological monoid H, a left H-space is a pair (X, a) consisting of a space X

and a mapping a: Hx X-> X, hereafter written a(g, x)=gx, such that

(gh)x = g(hx),   for (g,h)eHxHand xe X,

and

ex = x,   for xe X.

For left //-spaces (X, a) and (X', a'), the mapping f.X^-X' is a map of left

H-spaces provided

fgx = gfx,   for g e H and xe X.

The category HQ has left //-spaces as objects and maps of left //-spaces as

morphisms. The category QH is similarly defined for right actions by H.
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The category Q has the property that for X an object of Q, B a set and p : X -> B

an onto function, there exists a unique quasi-topology on A such that p is a pro-

jection in the category Q; i.e., for Y an object of Q and g: A—>- Y a function,

g is a morphism of Q if and only if gp is a morphism of Q. In this case we say B

has the quotient space topology (of the equivalence relation defined by p).

Definition (1.2). For X and Y objects of QH and HQ, respectively, let ~ be

the equivalence relation generated by the relation (xn, y)~(x, hy), and let XxH Y

denote the space of equivalence classes so defined with the quotient space topology

of ~: Xx Y-+XxHY.

Then xH defines a covariant functor

xH:QHxHQ^Q.

The functions ¡x: X-+ XxH and FY: Y^-HxY, defined by ¡x(x) = (x,e) and

fy(y) = (e, y), determine homeomorphisms

(1.3) lx: X-*XxHH   and   rY: 7-> HxH Y.

If X and X' are objects of QH, then Xx X' is an object of QH with action

(x, x')h = (xh, x'h). Trivial action imbeds Q as a full subcategory of QH. For A,

X and Y objects of Q, QH and HQ, respectively,

(1.4) (FxX)xHY^Fx(XxHY),

where = denotes "is homeomorphic to."

For A and X objects of Q and QH, respectively, the space maps of A to X,

written (A, X), is given the structure of a right //-space by defining an action

a: (A, X)xH^(A, X)

by a(f h)c=(fc)h, forfe (A, X), he H and ce A. Thus,

( , ):Q°pxQH-*QH

is a covariant functor. For ce A, r¡c: (A, X) —> X is the evaluation map r¡cf=fc.

If X is an object of QH, then 7»c is a ô#_morPhism. For c e A, r¡c is a natural

transformation of (A,   ) into the identity functor of QH.

For a space X, the path space PX of X is the subspace of (A+, X) x R+ of all

pairs (/, /) such that//=//for /^ /, where A+ denotes the nonnegative real numbers.

Maps Tj0 : PX -*■ X and -nx : PX -> X are defined by

Vo(f,l)=fo   and   Thtf, /)=//•

For a map /»: X-+ B let IKP be the subspace of Xx AA of all pairs (x, (/, /))

with px=r¡0f The map/» is a (strong) fibration if there are maps called path lifting

function and delay function

A":W->PX   and   ap:W"^R +

with

7,0A"(x, (/,/)) = x   and   pA'(x, (/, /))(/+i) = ft,
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for s=o"(x, (/ /)) and t e £+ (and op(Wp)=0). {This notion of fibration is due to

Dold and that of strong fibration is due to Hurewicz.}

If X is an object of QH and px=pxh for all (x, h)e XxH, then Xx PB, PX and

Wp are objects of QH. If, with the trivial action of H on R + , both Ap and ap are

g/Z-morphisms, then p is said to be a (strong) right //-fibration. It is clear that a

(strong) right //-fibration is a (strong) fibration.

For X'^X, the map p: X -^~ B is a (strong) relative fibration if there are path

lifting function and shift Ap and a" such that

AP\WP]X'   and   op\W^x'

are path lifting function and shift forp\X'. With the added hypothesis that// is a

strong right //-fibration and

a\X'xH: X'xH->X',

we have the notion of a (strong) relative right H-fibration.

The condition that a map p: X^- B be a strong fibration is equivalent to the

condition that the diagram

(I,P)
(I, X) -^U (I, B)

(1.5)
Vo Vo

X- ->£

be a "weak pull-back," where / is the interval [0, 1]; i.e., if/:Z->(/, B) and

g: Z-> X are maps such that r¡0f=pg, then there exists a map «: Z ->- (7 X), not

necessarily unique, such that (/,//)«=/and r¡0h=g. The condition that p be a

strong right //-fibration is equivalent to (1.5) being a weak pull-back in the category

QH.
Dually, a morphism /': A -> X is a cofibration provided the diagram

(1.6)

->X

'o «0

Ixi
IxA->IxX

is a weak pushout, where i0(a) = (0, a), etc. This is equivalent to i being an injection

and IxAKJOx X being a retract of Ix X. The requirement that (1.6) be a weak

pushout in the category QH defines a right H-cofibration.

We shall use the results that a composition of cofibrations is a cofibration and

that a product of cofibrations is a cofibration ; by the latter we mean that if A ->■ X

and 77-> T are cofibrations, then so is Ax Y(J XxB-> Xx Y. The same con-

clusions hold for right 77-cofibrations.
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Finally, we will use the following

Proposition (1.7). Let p: X-^-B be a (strong) left H-fibration and (£, £') be a

QH-pair. Then

(FxHX,F'xHX,p,B)

is a (strong) relative fibration. If £' -> £ is a right H-cofibration, then £' xH Y->

FxHX is a cofibration.

(In the above statement the map p is defined by p on the second factor.)

Since the category Q is closed under disjoint unions and projections, it has

arbitrary pushouts. That is, if

A —'-* Xa,       a e S,

is a collection of maps, there exist a space P and a collection ga of maps

Xa^>P,       aeS,

such that g„fa : A -> P is independent of a and if

K
Xa—>R,       aeS,

is a collection of maps such that haf„ is independent of a, there is a unique map

&:£-=►£ such that

ha = kg0   for all a e S.

Definition (1.7). The category g2 is the category of pairs of spaces of Q and

maps of pairs. The category P is the full subcategory of Q2 in which the objects are

pairs (X, A) with the inclusion map A^- X a cofibration. The category Q° is the

full subcategory of P in which the subspaces A contain only one point. Finally,

the category £° is the full subcategory of the category of triples (X, A, C) and maps

of triples in which each of the maps A —> X and C —> A are cofibrations and the

space C contains only one point.

A QH-pair is a pair (£, £') in Q2 with the inclusion map £' ->■ £a ß/7-morphism.

The category (QH)2 is the category of g/7-pairs and QH-maps of such pairs.

The category PH is the full subcategory of (QH)2 in which the objects have in-

clusion maps F'-^-F g//-cofibrations. Then (QH)° and (£77)° are defined similarly.

For left //-spaces we have analogous categories (HQ)2, HP, (HQ)°, and (HP)°.

II. Spectra. In the study of extraordinary homology theories, ring and module

spectra play the role of coefficient rings and modules. In this section we review

some of the basic definitions and develop some constructions which are used in

§111. A basic reference for this section is [14].
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A spectrum M isa sequence of pairs (M¡, pt) of spaces AA. and morphisms

Pi'.S1  A  Mi^Mi + y

in Q°, i=0, 1,2.

Example (2.1). For a spectrum Jt and integer neZ+, we denote by Jt(ri) the

spectrum JT for which

Nt = *      if i < n,

Nn + j = Mj   if 0 ^ y

and

»«+i = P,       (fn A M¡)

ifOéj, where/: S1 -* S1 is the map of degree (-1) given byf(eie) = e-'B.

A morphism of spectra f : Jt ->■ J^ is a sequence of morphisms f : Af¡ -> A7( in

g° such that each of the diagrams

S1 A ji/,-^Um, + 1

(2.2)

S1 A TV, —^-> 7Vi + 1

homotopy commutes. If the diagrams commute exactly,/is called a strict morphism

of spectra.

For a spectrum ^/? the groups Tr*(Jt) are defined by

np(Jt) = lim77p + n(Mn).

(See pp. 243-244 of [14].) A morphism of spectra f:Jt^-jV induces homo-

morphisms /* : ttp(JÍ) -» WpíyT) by means of the homomorphisms

fn. '■ TTP + n(Mn) -+TTP+ n(Nn).

For a space X in Q° and a spectrum Jt, a spectrum JT = Jt a X is defined by

N = M¡ A X   and   v, = /*, A X.

The reduced (extraordinary) homology groups h~*(X; Jt) of X with coefficients in

the spectrum Jt are defined by

hp(X; Jt) = 77„(^r a X).

For T a space, the nonreduced groups A*( Y; Jt) can be defined by

hp(Y;Jt) = hp(Y+;Jt).

We note that Theorem 5.2 of [14] applies in Q°; i.e., «*( ; Jt) defines an extra-

ordinary homology theory on the category Q°, [7].

S1 Af fi + 1
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Let H denote a monoid. The spectrum Jí is a left H-spectrum if for each /,

Mx and p., are space and morphism in (HQ)°, respectively. A right //-spectrum is

defined similarly in terms of (QH)°.

A morphism of left (right) H-spectra is a morphism/: Jí -> JT of the left (right)

//-spectra Jl and JT such that each/ is a (HQ)° (or (QH)°) morphism and each of

the diagrams (2.2) homotopy commutes in the category (HQ)° (or (QH)°). If

each of the diagrams (2.2) commutes exactly, then / is a strict morphism of left

(right) H-spectra.

Example (2.3). Let M be a spectrum with H acting trivially on the spaces A/¡

and let I be a space in (QH)°. Then /=Jaí is a right //-spectrum. If

/: JÍ -*■ Jí' is a (strict) morphism of spectra and g: X^- X' is a morphism of

(07/)°, then

f A g:Ji a X^Jf a X'

is a (strict) morphism of right //-spectra.

In [14], pairings of spectra were defined as the analogue of pairings of coefficient

groups. We recall the definition.

Definition (2.4). A pairing of spectra t: (d, âS)^-^ê is a bisequence of

morphisms of Q°

tp,q.-Ap   A   Dq     > Cp + g

such that

(i) 'p+i.í(«p A Bi) - yP+<i(sl A tp.l)

and

(2) fP + i.,(«p A BQ) ~ tp,q + 1(Ap A ßq)(Ap A f" A Bq)(t a Bq)

where t: Sx a Ap -»■ Ap A S1 is the switching map and/is the map of degree (— 1)

given byf(eie) = e~ie.

If aeTTp + m(Ap) and ßeTrq + n(Bq), then (a,ß)^-tpqfaAß) induces a pairing

t'p.q: rrp + m(Ap) ® Tra + n(Bq)->Trp+q + m + n(Cp+Q). The homomorphisms (-\)m%t„

define a pairing

U : TtJ^i) ® 77„(^) -> 77m + „(fl?).

(See [14, p. 256], for details.)

Examples (2.5). (a) Let if be the sphere spectrum: (S\ at), where

ot-.S1 A S(^S1+i.

Let dtf be any spectrum and let

Bij-.S1 A A,^Ai+j

be homotopic to the composition

(5° A ai+,_x)(Sx A ai + ,-x).(S'"1 A «y)

for i>0 and e0J=Aj. Then e: (if, u&) ->¿é is a pairing [14, p. 255].
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(b) Let e'ij be homotopic to the composition.

t                          (f){ A Ai                         eit
(2.6)   At A S1-> S1 A Ai —-> S1 A Ai-> Ai+i,

where f=fAf A ■ ■ ■ Af: S' -> SJ. The maps e'u define a pairing e': (jtf, if) ->- ̂ i.

In [14] G. W. Whitehead introduced the notion of a ring spectrum as the analogue

of a coefficient ring in ordinary homology. We recall his definition and give a more

restrictive definition: a strict ring spectrum, which is suited to later constructions

in this and the next section

Definition (2.7). A (strict) ring spectrum is a triple (ffl, m, u) in which a? is a

spectrum, m is a pairing m: (¿%, ¿%) -> &t, and « is a (strict) morphism u: if -> á?,

where if is the sphere spectrum, such that

(1) mi+Uk(mu A Rk) ~ miJ+k(Ri A mitk),

(2) mu(UiAR,)~eu       ( = A,if/ = 0),

and

(3) mu(Rt A u,) ~ e'u       (= Rt ifj = 0)

(all homotopies are replaced by equalities).

The morphism u is called the unit of the ring spectrum. The requirement that

(1), (2) and (3) hold only up to a homotopy imply that the pairing

m*: 7T,(á?) ® TT^m) -> TT^M)

makes 7r*(á?) an associative, graded ring with unit represented by un: Sn -> An.

Remark (2.8). If one is given a pairing m: (M, M)-+M and a morphism (not

necessarily strict) u: Sf -> á? which satisfy (1) exactly and (2) and (3) only up to

homotopy, by letting ûn be the composition

Ml    A   •  •  •   A    Uy

S1   A  ■ ■■  A   S1 -> Ry   A---  A   Ry -> Rn,

êij = mij(ûiARj) and Ê'ij = mij(RiAûJ), we obtain a strict morphism «: if'->■ M

and pairings l:(if,&)^&t and V: (M, if) -> & under which (M, m, u) is a

strict ring spectrum. The induced structure of graded ring with unit on tt^M) is

unaltered.

Remark. As was seen in (2.8), the equality (rather than homotopy) in conditions

(2) and (3) of (2.7) is not a serious restriction and is imposed only as a technical

convenience. The equality in condition (1) is a serious restriction, but something

of this sort seems necessary to carry out the constructions of §111.

Examples (2.9). (a) The sphere spectrum if with

mu:S" A S'-=*S,+>

and unit u = if is a strict ring spectrum. This is the spectrum associated with stable

homotopy as an extraordinary homology theory. The product in TrJ^if) corresponds

to stable composition [3].
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(b) For A a ring with unit, let Rn be the geometric realization in Q° [10] of the

standard semisimplicial representation of £(A, «), [8]. Then &t is a strict ring

spectrum.

(c) Let (M, m, u) be a (strict) ring spectrum and (77, p., e) be a topological

monoid. The 77 + A á? can be given a (strict) ring spectrum structure by letting

mtJ = (p+ A mu)(H+ A t A R,)

and ûp be the composition

77+ A up
Sp—>S° A Sp—>(e, +) A Sp—>H+ A Sp--+H + A £„.

(d) The bordism theories associated with O, U, Sp, SO and SU can be represented

by strict ring spectra in the sense of (2.6), [9].

Definition (2.10). If (M, m, u) is a (strict) ring spectrum, the spectrum Jt is a

(strict) right M-spectrum if there is a pairing y : (Jí, á?) -»■ Jí such that

(1) Yi+iÁYu A Rk) ot Yu+k(Mi A mUk),

(2) Yt.ÂMi A u¡) ~ e'tJ,

and

(3) * Sí e[,x(Mi A (f)')r,

(all homotopies are replaced by equalities), where r: Sx a M( -> Mt A Sx is the

switching map. A (strict) left á?-spectrum is defined similarly.

Comments similar to those of Remark (2.8) apply to the equality (rather than

homotopy) in conditions (2) and (3).

It is easy to see that y* makes ttA\JI) a module over tt*(M).

Definition (2.11). A morphism of (strict) right M-spectra is a spectrum morphism

/: Jí -> jV of (strict) right á?-spectra such that

"(.// A R,) ~fi+jmu.

(~ replaced by =). A morphism of (strict) left ^-spectra is defined similarly.

Remark (2.12). Condition (3) of Definition (2.10) implies that a morphism of

strict right á?-spectra is a strict morphism of spectra.

Clearly, for a morphism /: JÍ ->■ ./T of right ^-spectra, the induced morphism

/* : ttJjH) ->- irAyV) is a right 7r*(á2)-module homomorphism.

Examples (2.13). (a) Every spectrum can be made into a strict left or right

^-spectrum.

(b) If M is a strict ring spectrum, then (changing if necessary the maps />¡ by a

homotopy to satisfy condition (3) of Definition (2.10)) á? is a strict right á?-

spectrum.

(c) If X is an object of Q° and JÍ is a (strict) right [left] á?-spectrum, then, using

the obvious pairings, Jl A X is a (strict) right [left] á?-spectrum. In particular,

á? A X is a strict right ^-spectrum if M is a strict ring spectrum.
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(d) If Y is an object of (QH)°, ¿% is a (strict) ring spectrum and Jt isa (strict)

right á£-spectrum, then Jt a Y is given the structure of a (strict) right a? A H+-

spectrum by the composition

(Mi A Y) A (Rj A H+)^(Mi A R,) A (Y A H+)->Mi+i A Y.

Thus, TT+(Jta Y) is a right ^(á? A//+)-module; equivalently, h*(Y; Jt) is a right

module over «*(//; M).

(e) With the monoid H acting trivially on the left factor, the space SiAH+

= Sl x H/* x H is an object of (QH)°. Also, «*(S' A H+ ; &)=■**(& A (S'A H+ )).

Thus, «*(S' A H+ ; ¿%) is a free right «*(//; á?)-module on one generator; this

generator is in dimension / and is represented by the composition

Sn+t ~ s» A Si A S°^Sn A S1 A (e, +)->An A S* A H+,

(see [14, (5.1)]).

(f ) If Jt is a strict left (right) á?-spectrum and X is an object of Q°, then (X, Jt)

is a strict left (right) á?-spectrum.

Proof of Example (2.13)(f). The spectrum (X, Jt) has spaces (X, Jt\ = (X, M,)°

and maps

T^S1    A(X,Jt\^(X,Jt)i + y

the compositions

S1 A (X, Mi)0 -> (X, S1 A Mi)0 -> (X, Mt + y)°,

in which the first map is adjoint to

(X, MiY -+ (S1 A X, S1 A M,)0 = (S1, (X, S1 A Mi)0)0

and the second is (X, pt)°. The base point of (X, Mt)° is (X, *) and it can be verified

the inclusion map of this base point is a cofibration. We can write a formula for

7r( as follows :

n(s,f)(x) = Pi(s A fx).

The proof of the lemma consists of a number of routine verifications. Consider

the left case.

y: &t A (X, Jt) -+ (X, Jt)

is given by the compositions yu

Rt A (X, M,)° -> (X, R, A M,)0 -> (X, Ml+j)°

or equally the formula

?u(r,f)(x) = y¡j(r A fx).

We check the equality

Yi+i.k-(r"ij A (X, Mk)°) = yi.i+fc-A, A yUk.
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Let s e R,, t e Rj, x e Mk andfe (X, Mk)°. Then

yi+i.k(mu A (X,Mk)°)(s A t A f)(x) = yi+y,fc(»îu(.s A t) A f)(x)

= Yi+i,k(miÁs A 0 A/x)

= Yu+k(s A yuk(t A fx))

= Yu+k(s A Yi,k(t,f)(x))

= Yu+k(s, Yi.k(t,f))(x)

= Yij + k-Ri A Yj,k(s, t,f)(x).

The other equalities are verified in similar ways.

Definition (2.14). A cofibration of spectra is a strict morphism /: dé -+3T of

spectra such that for each «, in: An -> Xn is a cofibration. If /: ¿¡/ -> 3C is a co-

fibration of spectra, then (3C, dé) is called a pair of spectra.

If (3C, dé) is a pair of spectra, the groups tt^SC, dé) are defined by

*„(&, dé) = lim TTp+n(Xn, An).

If (ST, dé) and (<^, 08) are pairs of spectra, a í/ncí morphism f: (ar, dé) -> (<3f, ̂)

is a strict morphism/: ar-><%/ such that for each «,/n|^n: ^4n ->- Bn. In this case,

/induces

ft:n¿ar,¿¿)-*ir¿<dr,&).

Since the diagrams

"-p + n(^n» -¿n) -► "Wn-nOS^m SAn)

dit d*

"■p + n-líA) -► ^p + n(SAn)

anticommute, the homomorphisms

(- lya* : ttp + n(Xn, An) -> 7TP_ j + n(An)

define a homomorphism d* : ttp(3C, dé) -> ttp _ x(dé). As the direct limit of exact

sequences is exact, the sequence

(2.15) -> TTp(d4) -> TTp(ar) -► 7Tp(â", ^)->1rp.1(oO-»---

is exact. The exact sequence (2.15) is called the homotopy exact sequence of the pair

(3T, dé), and it is natural with respect to strict morphisms of pairs of spectra and

their induced homomorphisms.

If i-.dé^ar is a cofibration of spectra, then t^-ar/dé is a cofibration of

spectra and the morphism (ar, dé) -> (ar/dé, *) is a strict morphism of pairs.

Proposition (2.16). If i: dé -> 3T is a cofibration of spectra, then

TT^ar, dé) —► Trjßr/de, *).
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Proof. This is an obvious double limit argument using the isomorphism

tt*(X, A) —> n*(X U TA, TA)

in the stable range.

Proposition (2.17). Let 2 be an index set, £' =2 u {0}, <j¿, 3C, a e £', be spectra,

and

f°:<xt^2C°,       oeS',

be a collection of strict morphisms of spectra such that each f is a cofibration for

oeS, Then there exist a spectrum HP and a collection

g^.SC" ->&, (7 62',

of strict morphisms of spectra such that the diagram

P gz

eS',

is a push-out is the category of spectra and strict morphisms of spectra. Furthermore,

g° is a cofibration of spectra.

Proof. For each i there exist a space A¡ and morphisms

gf.Xr^Pi

such that

(2.18) Ai^Lx;-*Lp(

is a pushout in Q. Let Pi=glfi°ai, where a¡ is the base point of A¡. We shall first

show that g° is a cofibration. Since x° -> Xo is a cofibration, and the composition

of cofibration is a cofibration, it follows that p¡ —»- A¡ is a cofibration and the g¡

are g^morphisms.

Consider the diagram

(2.19)

We seek a map K: 7xA¡^Z such that Ki0 = k and A° (Ixg°) = H°.
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For each a e S we have the commutative diagram

and the resultant map Ha: Ix X?->Z such that H"i0 = kgf and H"°(Ixf?)

= H° o (Ixf°), recalling that/" is a cofibration.

Since (2.18) is a pushout in Q, so is

Ix.fi             Ixg]
IxAi--+ Ix XI-> IxPt.

But we have a collection of maps

W.IxX?-+Z,       T6S',

such that 7/T ° (Ixfi1) is independent of t.

Thus, there is a map A: /x A¡ -> Z such that

K°(Ixgl) = H\       te 2'.

In particular,

Ko(Ixg°) = H°.

Also,

A°/0 o g\ = A°(/xsD c,; = HH0 = %,'

for t e £'. But %f : Xf -> Z is a family of maps such that

fcgî/1' = //° o (Ixf°)i0

is independent of t. There is then a unique map

/: At -> Z

such that lg\=kg\ for all t e S'. But A: and A° i0 are clearly such maps. They are

then the same map.

Thus, (2.19) is a weak pushout and g° is a cofibration for each i.

Since (2.18) is a pushout, so is

S1 A fí                    S1 A g\
(2.20) S1 A Ai--U. S1 A XI--+ S1 A Pi.
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Sx A Ax -> Ai + 1
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SX  A f> 7¡ + i

Sx A xi—>x¡+í

commute, and so, the family

is such that

gl+1e¡:Sx A X?^Pi + 1

ghi^lS1 A/1 = gUxfi\i*i-

But gi + xfi + x is independent of t. Thus, gl+xtfS1 A /* is independent of t and

there is a unique morphism

in Q° such that

rrr.S1 A Pi^Pi + 1

nS1 A f? = g\+iel, TES'.

Thus, for the spectrum OP = (Ph ttx), we have

g*-.ari-*&>,       rel,',

are strict morphisms and g° is a cofibration.

Finally, to see that

/' gz

dé^ar^ — TE S',

is a pushout, let

K:ar*->m,     tes',

be a family of strict morphisms such that hlfl is independent of t. For each /,

there is a unique morphism

in Q° such that

rc¡: £(-*-£(

kxg\ = h\   for t 6 X'.

We have only to verify that

k:&>-+

is a strict morphism of spectra. But this follows as before from the facts that the

A* are strict morphisms and that for each i the diagram (2.20) is a pushout.
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Definition (2.21). Let (3V, oí), (<&, SB), (2£, %), and (W, 3¡) be pairs of spectra.

A relative pairing

f. ((X,*f),(&,&))-+(&,<«,3>)

is a pairing t: (3C, <&)-+ 2£ such that restrictions of the maps and homotopies

which make t a pairing define pairings (3P, âS) -> <$, (oí, W)^^ and (oí, âS) -> 2.

It is not difficult to see that a relative pairing induces a pairing

(3C/oi, <&/&) -> %/<€.

Let t be a pairing as in (2.21). For a e-rrp+m(Xp, Ap) and ß enq+n(Yq, Bq),

(a, ß) -> rp,„       (a a ß)

determines a pairing

/p,(¡: f'P + m(Xp, Ap) (¿9 TTq + n(Yq, &q) ~> TTp + q + m + n(Zp + „,  Cp + (J).

The homomorphisms (— l)m9/p,Q then define a pairing

r*: 7rm(£\ a/) ® irn(&, X) -> irM + B(^, Í?).

Definition (2.22). For á? a (strict) ring spectrum, the pair (SP, oí) of spectra is

a (strict) right M-pair of spectra if #" is a (strict) right á?-spectrum and the pairing

y : (3f, ¿%)^-3P defines a relative pairing

y:((3P,oi),(âî,*))^(3r,oi,*).

A right M-morphism of right J2-pairs is a (strict) morphism /: (3C, oí) ->- (<^, â§)

of pairs such that/: 3C -><& is a morphism of (strict) right ^-spectra.

The homotopy morphism induced by a right á?-morphism of pairs is a right

^(ár^-module homomorphism.

Proposition (2.23). Let E be an index set, S'=Su{0}, M be a strict ring

spectrum, and

f:oi^ara,       a el,',

be a collection of morphisms of strict left M-spectra such that for each a e £,/" is a

cofibration.

Then there exist a strict left ât-spectrum & and a collection

g° :&■*-+0>t       a el,',

of morphisms of strict left M-spectra such that the diagram

f" g"

is a pushout in the category of strict left M-spectra and their morphisms. Furthermore,

(!f, ¡Xo) is a strict left ¿%-pair of spectra.
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Proof. We shall verify that for the 9 and g" of Proposition (2.17),

(a) & is a strict left á?-spectrum,

(b) each g° is a morphism of strict left á?-spectra,

(c) if ka : ara -> £%, a e £', is a family of morphisms of strict left á?-spectra,

the unique morphism k: &> -^ 0& such that kga = h°. a el.', given by Proposition

(2.17) is a morphism of strict left á?-spectra.

Note the conclusion that (&*, ar°) is a strict left áü-pair of spectra is an immediate

consequence of (b) for a=0 and Proposition (2.17).

The pairing y: (¿%, ¿P) -> ¡P is obtained from the pushout diagram

Rt Af?                         Rx A gj
Rx A Aj-—> Rx A Xf-—> Rx A P,

and the pairings

Rt A xf^Ux^^Up^.

Since/" are morphisms of strict left á?-spectra, the compositions

R, A Aj —> Rx A X?

■Ai+j _v   Vo     _.   p

are independent of o. Thus, there is a unique map

yu:Rt A P,^Pi+i

such that

(2.24) yu o R, a gj = gf+jXu   for all a s S'.

We claim this gives 9 the structure of a strict left á?-spectrum. Notice that the

equations (2.24) are equivalent to assertion (b).

We verify first that the diagram

£j   A   Vy te
Ri A R, A Pk-'-+ Rt A PJ + k

(2.25)

Ri+i A Pk

Mi.i A Pk

Yi+l,k

Yi,i + k

T

"*• Pi + i + k

commutes. Since

£¡ A R, A Ak -» Rx A Rj A X£ ->■ £¡ A Rj A Pk, a E 27,

is a pushout diagram in Q and each of the compositions

g?+i + k o Af+M o Rt a  \°uk o Rt A Rj A ft

= «f+y + * ° Af+í,fc ° r*U A  X°k o £, A Rj A ft
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is independent of o-, there is a unique morphism

tij.k'-Ri A Rj A Pk^-Pi+j + k

such that

tiJ¡k o Rx A Rj A gl = gf+j + k ° \ + j,k ° p.i + j A XI, a e 27.

But each of the morphisms

Yi.i + koRi A Yj,k   and    Yi+j,k°Pu A Pk

has this property.

We next show that for u: if -> á? the unit of á?, that

eu = Yi.l ° («i A Pj).

For this we employ the pushout diagram

S' A ft                         S* A g"jS* A Aj-^-> S* A X?-¥-+ Sl A Pj.

The composition eu ° S' Aga¡ ° S' A Aj=gl7+j °ft+j ° eu is independent of a. Thus,

there is a unique morphism

Vij-.S* A Pj->Pl+,

such that

vu o 5' A g°j = eui oS'Ag?    for all a E S'.

But eu and y¡,y ° (wt A£y) are such morphisms. The latter assertion follows via the

equalities

yu o (ux A Pj)o(Si A gf) = yu « £( A gf ° w, A £y

= gf+y » Ki ° «I A  *7
= gUi » A.)

= eiJo(Si Agf).

The equality

Yu ° «i  A Pj o ((fy A Pj) or = e'Ux

follows similarly, using the pushout diagram

ft A S1                           gf A S1
AjAS1—->X?AS1~->PjAS\       oreS'.

To complete the verification (a) we have to prove only that

y: (&,&)-+&

is indeed a pairing. That is, we need to show that

Yp + i.q ° (Pp A £„) ~ TTp+q o (S1 A yp,„)

and

yp+i.« ° (Pp A /»,) ~ yp,Q + 1 ° (Rp A ttm) o (Rp a (f)p A Pq) o (t a £,).
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Actually in the presence of diagram (2.25) these two relations hold with homotopy

replaced by equality.

The first equality follows from the commutative diagram

S1 A Rp A Pq —> Ry A Rp A P„ —> Rp+1 A P„

y \ v

S      A   Pp+q -> Ry   A   Pp + q -> Rp + q + y.

The second equality follows from the equations

yv,q + y o (Rp A yUq) o (Ap A Uy A Pq) ° (Rp A (f)p A Pq) o (t A A,)

= yp + M ° (r^P.i A A9) o (Ap A Uy A Pq) o (Rp A (f)p A Pq) o (t A A,)

= yP + i,? ° (Pp.i ° (Rp A Uy) o (Ap A (f)p) o r) A A,

= yp + i., ° 0*1., ° ("i  A Ap) o ((fy A Ap) o r o (Ap A (/)") o t) A Pq

= Vp + 1,9 ° (r^i.p ° ("i A Ap)) A A,

=   Yp + 1.Q° Pp   A   Pq.

To verify (c) we show that for the morphism k: &> -> SB of Proposition (2.17)

obtained under our added hypothesis, the equalities

(2.26) yp¡q ° Rp A kq = kp + q° yPj,

hold. This follows immediately from the facts that

Rp A fqa                         RP A g\
Rp A Aq--^ Rp A X°q —--+ Rp a Pq,       ae S',

is a pushout diagram, that the composition

yp>, o Rp a hi o Rp A f°q

is independent of o-, and thus that the morphism wp¡q: Rp APq ->■ Bp+q such that

<"p,? ° Rp A gl = yp.g ° RP A hi,       oe £',

is unique. But each of the morphisms in (2.26) is such a morphism.

Example (2.27). (a) Let (3P, oí) and (<%/, oí) be strict left (right) á?-pairs of

spectra. Then the diagram

oí     l    > 3P

J J

<w—>ar\j<&

is a pushout for morphisms of strict left (right) ^-spectra.
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For each «, the diagram

Jn

Jn

is a pushout in Q° since both i„ and jn are cofibrations. As the pushout is unique,

Proposition (2.23) then implies the conclusion,

(b) Let a? be a strict ring spectrum, each of the maps

*->A->X

be a cofibration, and Jt be a strict right á?-spectrum. Then (XaM, AaJÍ) is a

strict right á?-pair. In particular, let (A, {0, 1}, {0}) be the triple consisting of the

unit interval and the two indicated subsets. Then

(A A Jt, {0, 1} A Jt) = (TJt, Jt)

is the pair consisting of the cone on Jt and Jt; it is a strict right 3fc-pair.

Let /: Jt -»- ¿V be a morphism of strict right á?-spectra. By Proposition (2.23)

we have the commutative diagram

(2.28)

/
Jt ^—>jV

Tjt-f-><ê(f)

of strict right á?-morphisms which is a pushout in that category. Thus,

Proposition (2.29). If M is a strict ring spectrum andf: Jt -> JT is a morphism

of strict right X-spectra, then Çê(f), ¿V) is a strict right ¡%-pair.

Returning to pairings, we have

Proposition (2.30). (1) If t: ((3C, oí), (&, *)) -+ (2f, <&, *) is a relative pairing

then the diagrams

7Tp(3P, OÍ) ® ItJ/ßf) -^ TTp+q(2l, <ë)

w,_i(«*) ® ",(«0

SL

■i(«)

commute.
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(2) Iff. ((ar, *), ('S/, 38)) ->- (2£, <ë, *) is a relative pairing, then the diagrams

TTp(ar) ® vj&, ss) -% 7rp+5(^, <¡g)

(-\)p®<)% Ô*

-pffl  ® T,-l(«) —^> ^p + 9-!(^)

commute.

Proof. We give here only the proof of (2). For each pair of integers (nx, «), the

diagrams

7Tp + m\Xm) Qy TTq + n( In, Dn) —       >• Tip + q + m + n(¿m + n, Cm + n)

(-l)p + m®Bi,

t'm

> 7rp + « + m+n-l(.Cm + nJTTp + mWrn) <8> Kq + n-ÁBn)

commute. The homomorphism f* is determined by (— l)pn fm>„,, d* is determined by

(-l)n3*, ¿i is determined by (-l)m + nd'^, and fj, is determined by (-l)pn4.n.- It

follows that the diagrams of (2) commute.

An easy argument based on the previous proposition proves

Corollary (2.31). If

t: ((ar, dé), (w, m)) -> (ar, <<?, s)

is a relative pairing, the diagrams

U
TTp(3C,  dé)  % TTp(W, 9f) + TTp+q(%,K)

(ë*®l)®((-\)p®d*) V*

(TTp-x(dé) ® nq(<8/, SS)) © M«"» <*) ® ^-iW)-► "p^-li«', ®)

COTTimUte.

Example (2.32). Let (ar, dé) be a right á?-pair of spectra; then ir*(áT, «V)

^TT^ar/dé) as right ^(á^-modules. By (2.30), a*: tt^Ä", ^) -> ^(«jtf) is a homo-

morphism of degree (—1) of right 7r„(á?)-modules. Thus, the exact sequence (2.15)

is an exact sequence of right 7r*(á2)-modules.

Definition (2.33). Let M be a ring spectrum, Jl and JT right and left M-

spectra, respectively, and

y:(Jl, jV)-+@
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a pairing. The pairing y is balanced over á? provided the diagrams

417

PP>, A Nr
Mp A Rq A Nr-> Mp + q A Nr

(2.34)
Mp A A„>r Yp + Q.r

Mp A Nq+T- ->A„

Yp.q + r

are homotopy commutative for each p, q and r.

Example (2.35). Any pairing is balanced over if. If Jt is a right á?-spectrum,

then y: (»#, X) -> Jt is balanced over á?.

Proposition (2.36). // the pairing y: (./#, ./T )-> ^ w balanced over the ring

spectrum ¿ft, then the induced homomorphism

Y* : TT*(Jt) $ it^JT) -> ir¿9")

is balanced over -n^M) and defines

Y* : TT*(Jt)  ®  tt*(jV) -> «*(#).

The proof is routine.

Definition (2.37). Let a? be a ring spectrum and (3P, oí) and (<&, 33) be right

and left á?-pairs, respectively. A relative pairing

*((*", a*). (*,*))-►(*,»,*)

is a balanced pairing of pairs of spectra over at provided t:(ßP,W)-+ 2£ is a

balanced pairing over á£ such that the restrictions of the maps and homotopies

making t balanced over Si also define balanced pairings over £ft: (SP, á8)->#,

(oí, <&) -> «■ and (o/, ái) -> 0.

Remark (2.38). A balanced pairing of pairs over M t: ((3P, oí), (W, âS)) ->

(2£, <€, S>) induces a balanced pairing over áü

f: (ar/oí, &/&)->&/<&.

Proposition (2.39). Let t: ((3f, oí), (<3t, &)) -+ (2?, <ë, Os) be a balanced pairing

of pairs of spectra over M. Then

(1) t induces

t*'. TT*(3P, OÍ)     ®      TT*(<&,<%)^TT*(&,V)
n.W)

and

(2) the diagrams

t*
irp(3£,oi)     ®    TTq(W,!%)- -+irp + q(&,<$)

(3*<8>1)©((-I)p®e*)

(np-y(0Í)      ®      7Tq(W,  X)) © (tTp(2P, OÍ)     ®     TTQ_y
tL

SL

■*, + <-!<?, ®)

commute.
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Proof. (1) is an easy consequence of (2.31), (2.36) and (2.38). (2) follows from

(2.30) and (2.36).

Let 7/ be a monoid and dé a (strict) ring spectrum. As was seen in (2.9c),

dé aH+ =ffl is a (strict) ring spectrum. If Y is a left //-space, then dé a X+ is a

(strict) left á?-spectrum.

For X and Tin (QH)° and (HQ)° (Definition (1.7)), respectively, Xah Y is the

object of Q° obtained from XxHY (Definition (1.2)) by identifying XxHy0

u x0 x H Y to a point and giving the decomposition set the quotient topology.

Proposition (2.40). Let dé be a strict ring spectrum and 77 a monoid. Let

St=dé aH + , X be an object of HQ and Jl be a strict right Si-spectrum. The maps

Yp.c given by

Mp A (Aq A X+)-*Mp + q A X+-+Mp + q AHX +

define a pairing

y:(Jl,dé A X+)->Jl AHX +

which is balanced over SI.

Proof. In order to prove that {yp,J is á?-balanced, we note that the com-

mutativity of the diagrams (2.34) follows from that of the diagrams

Mp A Aq A H+
Il                                         A7P A r

Mp A (Aq A S°) A (S° A H + )->MP A (S° A 77+) A (Aq A S°)

I I
Mp A Rq A R0-> Mp + q <-Mp A R0 A Rq,

where Aq A S° —> Rq is the composition

Aq A S° ^ A„ A {e, +}^Aq A H+ = Rq

and 5° A 7/ + -> £0 is the composition

Mo A 7/ +
S° A 7/+ —-> A0 A H+ = R0.

That the diagrams (2.41) commute follows from condition (1) of Definition (2.10)

and conditions (2) (for i—0) and (3) (fory=0) of Definition (2.7).

The fact that the maps {yp,J define a pairing follows immediately from the fact

that Jl is a right ^-spectrum.

The diagrams (2.41) show that Jt is a strict right ^-spectrum, and right 77-

spectrum and that these two right actions commute. There are then unique

functions

ajpy. Mp AHX+ A AS-*MP+S AHX +
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such that the diagrams

Mp A X+ A As —>MP A As a X+ —>MP+S A X +

TTp   A   As

<*>pS

Mp AHX + A As-:-v Mp + S AHX +

commute. Since ttpa^s is a projection and ojp¡s(ttpaAs) is continuous, wps is

continuous. Since Jt is a right o^-spectrum, these diagrams imply the family

{"»p.*} give Jt AHX+ the structure of a right .^-spectrum. From the commutativity

of the diagrams

Mp A (Aq A X + ) A As-—>Mp + q A X+  A As->Mp + q AHX+ A As

WP+q,S

Y V V

Mp A (AQ + S A X+) -> Mp + q+s A X+ -> Mp + q + s AHX +

we can conclude the

Corollary (2.42). Under the hypotheses of Proposition (2.40), JtAHX+ is a

right oi-spectrum and y*: tt^(Jí) ®x,{M) t*(«^ A X+) -» -rr%(Jt AHX + ) is a homo-

morphism of right TT*(oi)-modules.

Proposition (2.43). If, in addition to the hypotheses of Proposition (2.40),

Jt= Vaes (Sn" Aoi AH+), then -n^(Jt) is a free right TTç(é%)-module and

y^.TT^Jt)     <g>     TT^OÍ   A    X+)^TT*(Jt   AH X+)

is an isomorphism of right TT*(oi)-modules.

Proof. Since 77* is stably additive on wedges, it suffices to prove the assertion for

Jt = SnAoi AH + .

The composition

Sm A Sp A (e, +) A Aq A X+ —>Sm A Sp A H+ A Aq A X +

->Sm A Ap + q A H+  A X +

->Sm A Ap + Q A H+  AHX +

-^Sm A Ap + q A X +

shows y* is onto.

TTif'Jt) is the free 7r,.(á?)-module generated by gn, the class of the composition

Sn A u0 A i
Sn—>sn A S° A (e, +)->Sn A A0 A H + ,
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where i is the inclusion (e, +)<=// + . Thus, tt^JI) (Q^^TrJoe A X + ) is  iso-

morphic to TT%(Sn A dé A X + ) by the homomorphism

(gn,/)->-4 A/

for/ETT^AA^and in = ls»: Sn -+ Sn.

ButJlAHX+=SnAdéAH+AHX+^SnAdéAX+ andforf-.S'^ApAX^,

the class of y*(gn, (/)) is the class of the composition

Sn A Sj^S" A S° A (e, +) A S>

-^Sn A A0 A  H+   A Ap A  X +

-^Sn A Ap A H+  A X +

->Sn A Ap A H+  A„X +

-+Sn A Ap A X + ,

which is in A (/).

III. Resolutions of spectra. In this section we construct resolutions of spectra

which are analogous to and have the role of projective resolutions in homological

algebra. As these lead directly to projective resolutions of homology, we have the

conceptual simplification of avoiding the split projective resolutions used by

Eilenberg and Moore, at the expense of somewhat involved spectra constructions.

Definition (3.1). For a strict ring spectrum St, a strict left ^-spectrum d£, and

a map /: A -»■ Xn in Q°, 3~(f) is the pushout defined by

st a A(n) —> ar

I
T(St A A(n)),

where, as before, T is the cone functor and St A A(ri) -*■ 3T is the morphism of

strict left á?-spectra defined by the composition

st a A(n) -> st a xn(n) -» ar.

We note that in Example (2.27) the left cone functor was discussed only for

right ^-spectra. There is the homeomorphism

T A A

T A Ri A A-> Rx A T A A,

and the left ^-action on T(SÎ A A) is defined in the obvious way using this homeo-

morphism and Example (2.27).

As a consequence of Proposition (2.23), we have

Lemma (3.2). For St a strict ring spectrum, ar a strict left St-spectrum, and f:

A -> Xn a Q°-morphism, the pair (3~(f), ar) is a strict left St-pair of spectra.
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Definition (3.3). Let á£ denote a strict ring spectrum, SP a strict left á?-spectrum,

and (/, 2) a family of maps

fa: Aa-> X„a,       o el,,

in Q°. Then S~(f, 2) is the pushout of the diagram

SP -X, nfi),       o e 2.

Again by Proposition (2.23), we have that 9~(f, 2) is a strict left á?-spectrum

and each ¡F(f0) -* 9~(f, 2) is a strict left J?-pair. Since each i„ is also a strict left

^-pair and a composition of cofibrations is a cofibration, we have

Proposition (3.4). For M a strict ring spectrum, SP a strict left M-spectrum,

and (f 2) a family of Q°-morphisms

fa: Aa-> Xna,       a e 2,

(S~(f, 2), £T) ;'i a s/nc/ /e// M-pair of spectrum.

Definition (3.5). If, under the hypotheses of Proposition (3.4), each of the

spaces Aa is a sphere, the pair (3P(f, 2), SP) is said to be a relatively free left M-pair.

The notion will have the role for spectra, when aft. = if, to adjoining stable cells.

Definition (3.6). Let M denote a strict ring spectrum.

(a) A left ^-complex is a sequence

SP1 -> SP' + 1 -> SPi+2 -> • • •

of strict left ^-spectra such that for each/, i^j, (SPi + 1, SP1) is a relatively free left

á?-pair.

(b) Let M denote a strict ring spectrum and Jt a strict left á?-spectrum. A

resolution of Jt is a left á?-complex

3P-1-^3P°^3P1->---

with Jt = 3C-1.

(c) The left á?-complex SP' -> SPi + 1 ->• • • is acyclic if for each /, i^/, the

homomorphism tt^{SPí) -^»tt%(3P' + 1) is trivial.

(d) It is strongly acyclic if moreover for each / and «, the homomorphism

TT^XD^TT^Xr1)

is trivial.

Lemma (3.7). For the strict ring spectrum &, let (SP, oí) be a relatively free left

£%-pair and ($/, âa) be a strict left ffl-pair such that each of the homomorphisms

■"*(&*) -*■ "*( Yn)

is zero. Then each morphism 'S: oí -± X of strict left ^-spectra has an extension to

a morphism 'S' : SP -> <& of strict left âî-spectra.
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Proof. In the notation of Definition (3.3), for some (/ £), ft : Sm° -> An¡¡,

oeY.,9C = 9-(f,YA.

Each of the compositions

S^^Ana^Bn^Yna

is null-homotopic and thus extends to a map

f„:TSm'-+Yn<i

and a map

l:T(St A S"V>(«,)^^

factoring through St a Tn<,(«ff). This yields the commutative diagram

(St A Sm°)(nc) -> (St a AnJ(n„) -^ ¿é

T(St A Sm°)(na)

of strict left ^-morphisms, in which the square is a pushout. By Proposition (2.23),

there exist a map^,: <^"(Z) -> 'S/ making the diagram commute. The compositions

gaia are independent of a and thus define a morphism

g'-.ar -><s/
extending g.

Lemma (3.8). If

f
dé-^ar

g'

f
'S/—>^>

is a pushout of morphisms of strict left St-spectra, g is a cofibration, and h: C^-Z

is a cofibration in Q°, then

/' A CU/A Z
<S/ A CUdé A Z

<S/ A Z

<W A hUg A Z

/' AZ

-+&> a cuar a z

' A hug' A Z

->& A Z

is a pushout of morphisms of strict left St-spectra.
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Proof. The diagram

dé a z—>ar a z

I     I
<& A Z—>3> A Z

is such a pushout. It can be factored as follows:

dé az-► ar az

\ 1

423

'S/ A CU dé A Z

I
a cuar a z

I
'S/ AZ A Z.

The conclusion of the lemma then is implied by the fact that the upper square is a

pushout. This implication is a property of pushouts in any category.

Suppose p-.'S/ACu déaZ-^-W and q-.araZ^-W are morphisms of strict

left á?-spectra such that pi=qfAZ. Then

dé a c-► ar a c

q\ar a c

'S/ A C -► #AC

p\<S/ A C

commutes and defines a unique morphism #•: iP A C -» W of strict left ^-spectra

such that rf a C=p\y A C and rg' A C=q\ar a C. The diagram

ar a zA c

g' AC

k
&> a c—>&> a cuar a z

is a pushout. Also, rg' A C=q\ar a C = qST Ah. Thus there is a unique morphism

s:9> ACuar AZ-+W of strict left á?-spectra such that

Thus,

sj = q   and   sk = r.

s(f A C uf a Z) I y A C = skf A C

= rf A C

= p\y a c,
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s(f A CufAZ)\oiAZ = SJfAZ

= qfAZ
= pi.

Consequently, s(f A C u/"aZ)=/j.

Any  s^ACufAZ-yf  such  that  s(f A C u /a Z) =p  and  sj=q  has

restriction r on p A C and so equals s.

Lemma (3.9). If(3P, oí) is a relatively free left M-pair, then so is

(SP A I + ,SP A S0+ Uoi A I + ).

Proof. Let (/„, a 6 2) be the defining family for SP. Let Yn¡r be the pushout of

I      I
TS"

By definition ^(fa) is the pushout

A  S"

A S"

Yn„.

-+ oí

■r(fa).
But this diagram factors:

A S"V —> m A A» oí

T®. a S™°-> Ma Yna —». 3-{fe),

and the left square is also a pushout. Thus, the right square is a pushout. Also the

square

5™. + 1—> Yn   A S+ u Aen A I +

Í I
TSm°+1—> Yna A I+

is a pushout, where S=S° = dI.

Define 2£a to be the pushout of

&t A Sm° + 1

A S"

A S+ U OÍA r

¡t„.

We wish to show that SP Al+ is the pushout of ^'a5'+ u oí Al+I^SZ,,, ae2.
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The square above factors

St A Sm° + 1^St A (Y*. A S+ UAna A I + )^3T(fa) A S+ Udé A I + ->3T A S+ Udé A I +

4-4-                                       4 4
TSt AS". + 1-> St A ( Yna A I + )-> S-(f„) a I+ -». sta

in which the first two squares are pushouts. Thus,

p„ A S+ U dé A I +
S~(f„) A S+ Udé A I+->&T A S+ Udé A I +

3~(fa) A hUga A /+ ia

i ja V

r(fe) a r-> S£a

is a pushout. This defines morphisms

qa:2t0^ar a I +

is strict left á?-spectra such that qaia is the inclusion ar A S * u dé A/+ l>ar a/ +

and qcja is the inclusion paAl + .

Suppose ft: 2ta-+ 1V, a e S, is a family of morphisms of strict left á?-spectra

such that ftia is independent of v. The compositions (ftj<,)(g<,Al+) are then

independent; and so, there is a unique morphism

f-.ar a /+-> er-

such that fpa AI+ =ftj„ for all a e X. To see that fq„= ft for all <j e S, we observe

that

ho jo  =fPo   A  /+   = ftj„

and

fqj. =f\« A S+ U^é A I + .

However,/|#* A S + A dé a/+ is the unique morphism A such that

hpa A S+ Uj A I+ = ftjAjT(fa) A « Ug0 A I + ).

Since ftia is such a morphism,

Thus, fqa= ft.

Iff: ar a I+ -> "W is any morphism of strict left á?-spectra such that

ha = ft   for all a e S,

then

fP„   A   I+   =fqj<r  =faja

and so /=/
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Theorem (3.10). Let M be a strict ring spectrum, ip: Jt ^ JT be a morphism

of strict left eft-spectra, (SP') be a resolution of Jt, and (<3/') be a strongly acyclic

resolution of ' Jr". Then there exists a family of morphisms

<b':9C'^W',        -I %i,

of strict left M-spectra such that &1 = <p and for each j, — 1 £j, the diagram

f¡
SP1-—±2Pi + 1

ayi    °    >(ß/i + i

commutes.

Ifp-.Jt-^J^ and JC -1 : SP ~1 AI+ -> <&° are morphisms of strict left M-spectra

such that

Jf"1 \3P~1 a 0 = 'S-1^

jr-i ¡sp-1 a i = 's-1?,

and p' : SP' -> 'W', — 1 ̂  /', is a family of morphisms extending p, then there exist a

family of morphisms

3#":3P' A I+ -+<&' + 1,       -1 g /,

such that

M" \ SP' a0 = a1*',

Jf'\3P' a 1 = »y,

and

jfifi + 1  A  /+   = ^<j>f'-l.

Proof. The existence of a family (*') having the asserted properties is an

immediate consequence of Lemma (3.7).

Suppose (pf) and Jif'1 are given as in the hypothesis. By Lemma (3.9),

(sp° a i+,sp° a so+ vsp-1 a r)

is a relatively free left á?-pair. Then by Lemma (3.8), the morphism

®°(*° A Ou^f-'Up0 A  1)

has an extension

Jt°:SP° a I+ -t-W1.

This process clearly continues inductively.

Theorem (3.11). Each strict left M-spectrum has a strongly acyclic resolution.

Proof. For each «, let

fa:S"°^Mn,       t7e2n,
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be a family of maps generating Tr^.(Mn). Let 2 = IJnSn and ar° = S~(f, 2). By

definition, (äT°, ST'1) is a relatively free left St-pair, where Jt = ar~1. Also, since

each X° is the pushout of

Mn->S-n(ft),       <TESn

and there are sufficiently many ft to generate Tr^(Mn), the map Mn -> 5"(/ 2)„ is

trivial on homotopy groups.

Continue inductively forming ^i + 1 from ar' as was #*° formed from a"'1. This

yields a strongly acyclic resolution.

Theorem (3.12). IfaT'1 -+ar° -^ar1 -^ ■ ■ ■ « a« acyclic resolution of the strict

left Si-spectrum Jl, then the sequence

tt*(JI) «-Î- TT*(ar°, ji) +^- TT^ar1, ar°) <-

is a free left TrJ[St)-resolution of-n-^Jt).

Proof. In the notation of the previous proof we have the isomorphisms

TT*(T(St.   A   S"*), St   A   S»°) ^ TT^(ft), Jl)

and

ttJT(SÎ a Sn°),St a Sn°) -^» n^S1 A St a Sn°).

The latter is a free left ^„.(.^-module on one generator. But

TTif(ar\Ji) = Trj\s-(fYA,Ji)

= ® **(7(fa), Jl)

as left 77*(^)-modules. Thus, Tr*(ar°, Jl), and similarly ■nJJSP*1, ar'), is a free left

77#(^)-module.

The remainder of the conclusion follows from the diagram

„¿jí) J*L „.(ar») JL .«¿ar1) JL ^(ar2)-> ■ ■ ■

\ / x y x /
TT,(aro,Ji)     TT¿ar\ar°)     «¿ar2,^)

in which each triangle is an exact triangle of left 7r*(á2)-modules and each morphism

i% is the zero homomorphism.

IV. The spectral sequence. Recall that in §1 we defined the notions "right

//-fibration" and "strong right //-fibration" (equally left) so that when the

monoid H is the trivial monoid e, these notions become the usual notions of Dold

and Hurewicz fibration.

Definition (4.1). A map p : X -> B is a (strong) principal right H-bundle provided

(a) p is a (strong) right //-fibration and
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(b) for each path component A0 of A, there exist a point be B0 and a right

//-equivalent homotopy equivalence of p~xb with H.

Example (4.2). If for the map p: X-> B with X an object of QH, the space A

has a numerable covering {Ua}asS such that for each o e I,,p~1Uc, is homeomorphic

to Ua x H by a fj//-morphism over Ua, then /; is a strong principal right //-bundle.

If instead there is only a right 77-equivariant fiber homotopy equivalence of p~xUa

with Uc x H, then p is a principal right //-bundle.

If B is locally contractible in the large and /»: X—> A is a principal right //-

bundle, then the converse holds. Locally contractible in the large is defined to mean

that for some numerable covering {£/„} of A, (see Dold [6]) each injection i„\ Ua-> B

is null-homotopic.

Our principal result is

Theorem (4.3). Let oí be a strict ring spectrum, H a monoid, F a QH°-space,

andp: X —> B a principal left H-bundle. Then there exists a right «*(pt., oi)-spectral

sequence Er(p, H, A) and a filtration

0 =£-!,„+! ci0i,c...

ofhn(FA„X+; oí) such that

(1) E'p,q = 0forp<0,

\¿)   app(¡: £.p¡q —> £>p_r,q + r-l,

(3) limrErp^E™q, where E^q = BpJBp_1¡v + 1,

(4) UpÄp,n_p = Än(AAJi^+;^),

(5) £2,,£rTor*;<H!J*> (h*(F;oí), h*(X; oí)) as right «*(pt.; oí)-modules, and

(6) /«e spectral sequence, filtration, and isomorphism (5) are natural with rexpect to

(a) morphisms H^-H' of monoids,

(b) morphisms F -> F' in QH°,

(c) morphisms of principal left H-bundles, and

(d) morphisms oí -> ^ of strict ring spectra.

We shall use

Lemma (4.4). Suppose p: X —> B is a principal left H-bundle and N is an object

in QH° such that n>(A7)=0. A«£>« tt*(N AHX + ) = 0.

Proof. (NxHX, * xHX,p, B) is a relative fibration with relative fiber (N, *) and

* xH X ->- N x¡¡ X is a cofibration (Proposition 1.6). The commutative diagram

77i + 1(A) ->   TT¡(*)   ->   TTi(*X„X)   ->TTi(B)

*, + y(B) —► 7Ti(N) —> ».(/Y XH A-) —* 7T,(5)

1
ttí(NxhX,*xhX)

I
Tt-l(*XHfl
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of exact homotopy sequences of the fibrations and of the pair (NxHX, * xH X)

implies

W((iV)->Wt(iVxHjr,*xHAr)

is an isomorphism. Thus, the groups tt%(NxhX, * xHX) are zero. The conclusion

then follows from a Blakers-Massey theorem [4] and the fact that the map

* xH X —> NxH X is a cofibration.

Proof of Theorem (4.3). The spectrum dé A F is a strict right dé aH+ spectrum.

Let

dé a F = ar-1-^ar°->ar1^---

be a strongly acyclic resolution over dé aH + . Let ^=colim ar'. Since for each i

and k, Tr*(Xl)^TT*(Xlk+1) is trivial, Trt(Xk)=0. Thus, Tr*(XkAHX+)=0 by the

previous lemma and *„(&ahX+) = 0. Let <S/=ar/ar~1 and eS/-p=arp/ar-1. Then

ir„(«f ah x*j~«¿g AHx+,ar-i ahx+)—>*,(&-* ahx+).

Define

£p,Q = Im{7rp + Q + 1(^ AHX + ,<S/p-* AHX+)

->TTp + q + x(^/p+r-1 AHX\Wp-^ AHX + )},

rp.„ = TTp,q,x(®p/®p-1) s TTp+q+x(arp/arp-i),     P^o

Bp_q = Im{77p + 9 + 1(^ AHX+)^Trp + q + xCS/ AHX+)},

and

Bp,q m Im {77p + a + 1(^" AH X + ) —». ttp+8 + 1(^ A„ Z + ) —*

W*-1 AKX + )}.

Theorem (3.10) implies the naturality asserted in conclusion (6) for the spectral

sequence and filtration. Corollary (2.42) implies the spectral sequence is a right

h*(pt., «^)-spectral sequence.

Since d*: -n-JfS/ ahX + ) ^-rrJaT'1 ah X + ) is an isomorphism, it induces an

isomorphism of the filtered system {Bp^}p + q = n onto the filtered system {Bp_q}p + q = n.

We have

0 = £_1>n + i «= 77o,n <= • • •c Bp>q c Jip + j,,-! «=■■•<= ttb(o/ A £a„ JT + ),

for/z+<7 = «.

Any element of Trn+1(W A HX+) can be represented by a map

5» + 1+X F, AHX+.
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There is a commutative diagram

C-> YiXX

onto

V y

Sn + 1 + i—> Yi AHX + ,

where C is a compact, Hausdorff space. Since Y¡x X={Jn f"xl,  T(nc y(n+1,

and C is compact, the diagram factors as follows

Sn + 1 + <-► Yi AHX +

This shows that Up Sp¡n.p = irn + y(^t a hX+), and consequently that

(J Ap,n_p = TTn(0Í  A  F AHX+),
p

which by definition is hn(FA H X + ; oí).

¥orr'^r^p,<&p-r AHX+=<&p-r' AHX+=*,and

TTp+q + y(<3/*   AHX + ,*)^   7rp + ? + 1(^ + r-1    AH  XW»-1    AHX + )

I
IT.^ + yW"'-1   AHX + ,'&P-1   AHX + ).

Thus, ErPiq ->- Erp\q is onto for r' = r^/».

Let Ap", = Lim Erp_q. We compare this to E^q = BpJBp.liq + y^BpJBp.y<q + y.

In the previous paragraph we showed

TTp + q + l(&   AHZ + )   =   LimTTp + q + y(&P" + 1    AHX + ).

Thus, we have

Ep~q = lm{TTp + q + y(<2/p AHX+)-+iTp + q + y(W AHX\Wp-1 AHX+)}.

This homomorphism factors by

Tp + , + l(^P    AHX+)-±TTp+q + y(&   AHX+)-+*p + q + 1(<Sf    A,!*,»'"'    A HX+),

which defines an epimorphism
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Clearly, the kernel of this epimorphism is 5p_li9 + 1. Thus EPiq^. EPîq. This

completes the demonstration of all parts of the conclusion on Theorem (4.3)

except (5).

To compute Af>9 we observe that

Elq   =   TTp + Q + y(WP   AHX\^P~1   AHX + )^7Tp + q + y('3/Pl^p-1   A H X + )

=   TT. + q + yW/SP»-1    A „  X+ )

and that since SPp/3Pp-1 = \/a(Sn° A oí A//+), by Proposition (2.43), there is an

isomorphism

vV-R,.*     <g)     tt^oí a X+)^Elq
J.irfAHt)

of right 7r,,.(«V)-modules.

By Theorem (3.12), the sequence

d0 By
0 <-tt^oí A A) <-A0,* <-Aj,* <-

is a free right tt*(oí a //)-resolution of tt^(oî a A). The homomorphisms

rf1 ■ F1  —*. F1
UP.Q' *-"P.ti P- l.Q

are compositions

"p + q + i(^p AHX\Wp~1 AhX*)—*^^®*-1 AHX + )

-^Tp + qW»-1 AHX + ,Wp~2 AHX + ),

which under the isomorphisms

nP + q + 1(<Sfp AuX^W»-1 AHX + )^TTp + q + y(3P» AHX\SPp-1 AHX + ),

coincide with the compositions

TTp + q + y(3PP   AHX\SPP~1   AHX + )^TTp + q(SPp-1   AHX + )

-^TTp+q(SPp-1 AHX+,3Pp-2 AHX+).

By Proposition (2.39), the diagram

r*
Ap,*      <g>      tt*(oía X+)-► ££„

i.(rf»H*)

8P        <g>       tt*(oí A  X + )

yV1

dl.q

RP-u*        <S>       tt*(oí A  X+)->£¿-l.*

commutes, and by Corollary (2.42) it is a diagram of right 7r+(«j^)-modules. The

isomorphism

Ap2,, ç? Tor»:^ («*(A; oí), h¿X; oí))

of right ^(«^-modules follows. That this isomorphism has the naturality asserted

in conclusion (6) is an immediate consequence of the fundamental theorem of

homological algebra and of Theorem (3.10).
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We conclude this section by indicating how Theorem (4.3) may be obtained for

KO* and KU*, the homology theories associated to real and complex /¿-theory,

respectively [2]. It will be necessary to assume that X, H and £have the homotopy

type of CW-complexes. We let K*(X) stand for either KO*(X) or KU*(X).

It is not hard to show that KO* and KU* may be represented by ring spectra,

that is, by spectra satisfying (1), (2) and (3) of Definition (2.7) up to homotopy.

Theorem (4.3) is then proved for K* by replacing the functor tt* by K* and setting

dé=if, the sphere spectrum. Notice that K*(Sf A X) x K*(X).

In order to construct resolutions for K*, one needs the following

Lemma (4.5). Let a e K*(X), where X has the homotopy type of a CW-complex.

Then there exists an integer n, a finite complex Y with K*(Y) free over Appoint),

an element ß e K*(Y) and a map f: Y —> SnX such that f*(ß) = Sna.

Proof. It suffices to prove (4.5) for X a finite complex. For KU*, this may be

obtained by duality [14, Corollary (8.2)] from the dual statement for KU*, proved

by Atiyah in [1]. D. W. Anderson (private communication) has shown, using the

spectral sequence of page 17 of [2] for KO*, that the finite symplectic Grassmann

manifolds Gm-rt(Q) have KO*(Gm¡n(Q)) free over £0*(point). Atiyah's argument

and duality now yield (4.5) for KO*.

The one other result we need to adapt the proof of (4.3) to K* is

Lemma (4.6). Let X and Y be CW-complexes and let K*(X) be free over K*(po'mt).

Then

K*(Xx Y) x K*(X)     ®     K*(Y).
K.(polnt)

Proof. Let dé be a ring spectrum representing K* and let 2 be a basis for

K*(X) over Appoint). Then an element a e 2 is represented by a map

fw:S«"+** = S.-+Atn A X.

Let Sa be the spectrum with

Ekw + r = Ar A Sa    if r ä 0

= * if r < 0.

Define a map/,: <f „ -»■ dé A X by means of the compositions

Ar  A fa p.  A   X
Ar A Sa-> Ar A Akm A X-> Ar+kw A X.

Now let <?s be the wedge of the Sa and let/s: <?s -> dé a X be the wedge of the

ft. Since K*(X)=TT*(dé a X) is free with basis 2, it follows that

(4.7) ft*:TT*(ëz)^TT*(dé a X)

as modules over ir*(dé) = Appoint). Since Y is a CW-complex,

TT*(£S  A    Y) -^* TT*(dé   a   X A    Y).

(4.6) now follows easily.
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Remark. The isomorphism (4.7) shows the relation between Atiyah's method

and ours.

V. Applications to fibrations. In this section we describe relations among

fibrations from which the spectral sequences averred to in the introduction follow

via Theorem (4.3). It is not our purpose in this paper to prove these relations. They

can be deduced from results of Dold [6], Brown [5], and Stasheff [12] and are

found explicitly in the setting and generality here considered in the book of Dyer

and Eilenberg [7].

Recall that a map/»: X-> B is a fibration if there are lifting function Ap: Wp ->

PX and delay function op: W" -> A+ satisfying certain relations (see §1), where

Wp = {(x, to) e XxPB | px = taO} with the subspace topology. Define

(5.1) p':Wp^B

by p'(x, w) = -nlu), the terminal point of tu. Then/»' is a strong fibration with lifting

function Ap': Wp' ^PWP given by Ap'((x,a), ß)(r) = (x,a+ßt0), where ß'0 is the

path ß with domain restricted to [0, /] and length /. We define maps

(5.2) v.Wp^X   and   p:X^W"

by v(x, w)=r¡zAp(x, m) and px = (x, epx), where epx is the path of zero length atpx.

The maps v and p are maps over A and there are homotopies over A: X~vp and

Wp~pv; i.e., p' and p are fiber homotopy equivalent.

Define a map

(5.3) XP':W"'->WP

by Xp, = rjxAp'. Then

Xp'((x,o),ß + y) = Xp'(Xp'((x,a),ß),y);

i.e., Xp' is a transitive lifting function.

A transitive lifting function defines an associative, unitary right action of the

space of loops of A at a point b e B on the fiber A' =/»' " 1b by

a: F'xilB^F'

is a = Xp'\F'xilB.

Let PbB={a e PB | a0 = ¿»} with the subspace topology. There is a map

j:F'xPbB^ Wp

given by/((x, a), ß) = (x, a+ß). This map is balanced over SIB and so it induces

(5.4) j:F'xDBPbB^Wp.

Since t?,:A6A->-A is a strong left OA-fibration, r¡t: A'xnBA„A-> B is a strong

fibration (Proposition (1.7)). The map/ is map of fibrations rjz to /»' over the

identity on A andy'|A'xnB£XB : F'xnBSlB^F' is a homeomorphism (see (1.3)).

For A pathwise connected this implies ir*(j) is an isomorphism. If, in addition, B

is locally contractible in the large, then j is a fiber homotopy equivalence.
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In summary, we have

Proposition (5.5). If p: X ^- B is a fibration, then there are strong fibrations r\x

and p' and maps of fibrations

over the identity on B such that

(1) v is a fiber homotopy equivalence,

(2) if B is pathwise connected, then tt*(j) is an isomorphism, and

(3) ifB is also locally contract ible in the large, thenj is a fiber homotopy equivalence.

Suppose B is pathwise connected and locally contractible in the large and

p: X-> B is a fibration. Let F=p'1b denote the fiber at a point b e B. Let Jf (£)

denote the subspace of the space of maps of £ to £ which are homotopy equiva-

lences. Let Prin (//) denote the subspace of the space of maps of £ to X of all

maps/such that///(£) is a point V of B and/: F->p~ 1A' is a homotopy equivalence,

and let

(5.6) p: Prin (//)->£

be given by p(f) =pf(F). Then Jf(£) is a monoid and p is a principal left Jf(£)-

bundle. Furthermore, there is a fiber homotopy equivalence

(5.7) fe:£xjr(n Prin (/>)-* X

over the identity on B, (see [IX).

In the notation of Proposition (5.5), since //': Wp ->-£ has a transitive lifting

function, p' : Prin (//') -> B has a left JT(£')-equivariant transitive lifting function

A given by

(5.8) A(/ w)(x) = \p-(fx, w)

for/: £' ->//'-1¿>' and w a path in £ with wO=b'. This function defines a map

c: .^(FOxPfrB-í-Pririíy)

by c(f, a>) = A(/ tu). The map c is a left Jf(F')-map and is balanced over £18. It

thus induces a map

(5.9) c: JT(F') x nBPbB -> Prin (//')

of left Jf (£')-bundles over the identity on B. The composition

£' x obP^ g £' x jr^.,Jf(F) x ^£„5
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is the map y of Proposition (5.5) and each of £' x j^.) C and k' is a fiber homotopy

equivalence. This is

Proposition (5.10). If B is pathwise connected and locally contractible in the

large map p: X —>- B is a fibration, then the map j of Proposition (5.5) factors

£'xjr(F)C                                         k'
£' x nBPbB-^-»- £' x jr^Prin (//')-► Wp

through fiber homotopy equivalences with P0B -> Prin (//') a map of left ¿IB-spaces

and Q.B -» Jf(F') a map of monoids.

If G is a monoid each element of which has an inverse up to homotopy, £ is a

right G-space, £ is a pathwise connected space which is locally contractible in the

large, and p: X-+ B is the associated bundle £x G£ to the principal left G-bundle

p: £->£, then there exist a morphism of monoids G A- Jf(F) given by a(g):£->£

is a(g)x = xg and a map t: £->■ Prin (p) over B of left G-spaces given by

r(y):F^p'py

is t( v)(x)={x x ay}. The composite.

£xG t                             £xa Prin (p)
£xG £-> £xG Prin (p)-> Fx#>m Prin (p)

is a fiber homotopy equivalence over the identity on B.

Proposition (5.11). If p: X->£ is the associated bundle with fiber F to the

principal left G-bundle p: E^-B and right action of G on F, there are morphisms of

monoids G A- Jf(F) and of left G-spaces £-U- Prin (p) over B such that

Fxar
X = FxGE->Fxx-lF)Prin(p)

is a fiber homotopy equivalence over B.

We summarize these results in

Theorem (5.12). £er dé be a strict ring spectrum and p: X^-B a fibration. Then

there is a right A*(pt. ; dé) spectral sequence, xFp,q with limit associated with a

filtration ofh*(X; dé) and with

(5.13) ^p2,, s Torpi"*-^ (h*(F; dé), h*(pt. ; dé)).

If B is pathwise connected and locally contractible in the large, there is another

such spectral sequence £Pi, with limit associated with a filtration ofh*(X; dé), with

(5.14) £p2, ~ TorP:^(«!^ («*(£; dé), «»(Prin (p) ; dé)),

and with a morphism j£r -»■ £r of right «*(pt. ; dé)-spectral sequences which at the

E2-level under the isomorphisms on the E2-terms is induced by a monoid morphism

¿IB -> Jf (£) and a map PbB -»• Prin (p) of left QB-spaces.
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If also p is the associated bundle to the principal left G-bundle p: E-> B with

fiber the right G-space A, there is another such spectral sequence 2Erp-q with limit

associated with a filtration ofh*(X; oí), with

(5.15) 2AP2, ~ Torfen («„(A; oí), «*(A; oí))

and with a morphism 2Er -> Er of right h*(pt. ; oi)-spectral sequences which at the

E2-level under the isomorphisms on the E2-terms is induced by a monoid morphism

G -> Jíf(F) and a map E -> Prin (/») of left G-spaces.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is essentially just a recapitulation of the

previous three propositions and Theorem (4.3).

We indicate only the reduction from Proposition (5.5) to results from which the

spectral sequence (5.13) is an immediate consequence of Theorem (4.3). The

others are similarly obtained using Propositions (5.10) and (5.11).

In the notation of Proposition (5.5), we have

7T*(oi a X+) ~ 7T*(oi A (F'xnBPbB)+)

^tt^oÍ A (A'+ AnBPbB+))

^TT*((oi A F + ) AnBPbB + ).

Then A+ is a QH°-space, ■nt: A¡,A->- A is a principal left OA-bundle, and Theorem

(4.3) implies the conclusion (5.13).

Examples (5.16)(a). Let G be a monoid for which there is a classifying space Ba.

Then for A a point, X=Fx aEa — Ba. Thus, the spectral sequence (5.15) converges

to quotients of a filtration of «*(A0; oí) and

2E2_q ~ Toi*£**> (K(pt.;oí), «*(pt.; oí)).

(b) Let G = e, X=FxB and A=A. Then (5.15) converges'to quotients of a

filtration of «*(Ax B; oí) and

2AP2, s Tor***"" («*(A; oí), h*(B; oí)).

This was obtained earlier in [9].

At least one of the authors conjectures this implies Theorem (4.3).
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